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Our Price $39,995
Retail Value $41,995

Specifications:

Year:  2023  

VIN:  JTHP6JBH6P2146437  

Make:  Lexus  

Stock:  A000235  

Model/Trim:  UX 250h Premium  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Wagon  

Exterior:  Cloudburst Gray  

Engine:  2.0L Hybrid I4 181hp  

Interior:  Black w/ Black Washi Dash Leather  

Transmission:  6-Speed Shiftable CVT  

Mileage:  5,048  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 43 / Highway 41

Embrace the epitome of luxury and innovation with the 2023 Lexus UX
250h Premium, a vehicle that not only stands out with its sleek gray
exterior but also leads with an impressive array of accolades. With a
mere 5,048 miles on the odometer, this masterpiece of engineering and
design is poised to deliver an experience that is both exhilarating and
eco-conscious.

Step into a world where comfort meets class, as the plush black
leatherette interior welcomes you into a sanctuary of sophistication. The
meticulously crafted seats promise a journey of unparalleled comfort,
whether you're navigating the urban sprawl or cruising on the open
road.

At the heart of this automotive marvel lies a potent 2.0L Hybrid I4
engine, delivering a robust 181hp. This powerplant is perfectly paired
with a 6-Speed Shiftable CVT, ensuring smooth acceleration and
seamless transitions that will leave you in awe. The hybrid system not
only offers vigorous performance but also exemplifies efficiency,
allowing you to enjoy the thrill of driving without the guilt of a heavy
carbon footprint.

Technology takes center stage in the 2023 Lexus UX 250h Premium,
with a suite of features designed to keep you connected and in control.
The Wireless data link: Bluetooth and Wi-Fi hotspot capabilities ensure
that you are never out of reach, while the Smart device app function:
engine start and Enform Remote Connect bring convenience to your
fingertips. Voice-operated hands-free phone call integration and
electronic messaging assistance keep you focused on the road, while
wireless Android Auto seamlessly integrates your smartphone for a
personalized driving soundtrack.
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personalized driving soundtrack.

An 8-inch infotainment screen serves as your command center, with
Enform technology providing intuitive access to all your entertainment
and navigation needs. Connected in-car apps like Amazon Alexa
expand your vehicle's functionality, while the six-speaker audio system
with speed-sensitive volume control immerses you in crystal-clear
sound. Satellite radio: SiriusXM and internet radio app: iHeartRadio
offer endless audio entertainment options, ensuring there's always
something to suit your mood.

The 2023 Lexus UX 250h Premium doesn't just promise excellence; it
delivers, as evidenced by its impressive roster of awards. Recognized
by J.D. Power and Associates for its superior customer service and
quality, this vehicle has earned the highest ranks among premium
brands and premium SUVs. Kelley Blue Book's accolades further attest
to the vehicle's trusted reputation, outstanding resale value, and cost
efficiency over five years, particularly within the luxury and SUV
categories.

Owning the 2023 Lexus UX 250h Premium is not just about acquiring a
car; it's about investing in a lifestyle that values prestige, performance,
and environmental stewardship. This vehicle is a testament to Lexus's
commitment to excellence, and it's ready to redefine your driving
experience.

Don't miss the opportunity to elevate your journey with this exceptional
vehicle. The 2023 Lexus UX 250h Premium awaits those who demand
the best and appreciate the finer things in life. Contact us today to
schedule your exclusive test drive and take the first step towards
owning the pinnacle of automotive achievement.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2023 LEXUS UX 250H PREMIUM

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in Hawaii

5 Detailed records available

5,048 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=JTHP6JBH6P2146437&source=BUP
https://autosourcehawaii.com/vehicle/7316878/2023-lexus-ux-250h-premium-honolulu-hi-96814/7316878/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Humidity/dewpoint sensors - Rear vents: second row 

- Center console trim: leatherette - Dash trim: leatherette - Door trim: leatherette 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Shift knob trim: leather  

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Adaptive cruise control  

- Adaptive stop and go cruise control: semi-automatic  

- Autonomous lane guidance: lane centering  - Cargo area light - Cargo cover: retractable 

- Footwell lights - Power outlet(s): 12V cargo area  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Rearview mirror: auto-dimming - Remote engine start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  

- Universal remote transmitter: Homelink - garage door opener  - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display 

- Trip odometer - Driver seat: heated  - Driver seat power adjustments: 10  

- Front seat type: bucket  - Passenger seat: heated  - Passenger seat power adjustments: 8  

- Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: leatherette

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Rear spoiler: roofline 

- Daytime running lights: LED - Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Taillights: LED 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Roof rails: aluminum - Run flat tires 

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: painted aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  

- Rear wiper: auto-on in reverse  - Window defogger: rear
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